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The LNCS journal Transactions on Rough Sets is devoted to the entire spectrum of rough sets related issues, from logical and mathematical foundations, through all aspects of rough set theory and its applications, such as data mining, knowledge discovery, and intelligent information processing, to relations between rough sets and other approaches to uncertainty, vagueness, and incompleteness, such as fuzzy sets and theory of evidence.
This book, which constitutes the eighth volume of the Transactions on Rough Sets series, contains a wide spectrum of contributions to the theory and applications of rough sets. 

The 17 papers presented explore several research streams and introduce a number of new advances in the foundations and applications of artificial intelligence, engineering, logic, mathematics, and science. 
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Inside .MacO'Reilly, 2004
If you're like me, your Mac is like the Sun at the  center of the solar system. It's the hub of all your  activity. You use your Mac for work and play, and more importantly,  to keep in contact with the outside world. In  today's connected, Internet world, your Mac plays a  vital role in how you communicate and share information...
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PCs For Dummies Quick Reference (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Fast answers to frequently asked questions
All the PC essentials at your fingertips!     

If you like your answers quick and your information up-to-date, look no further. This concise, superbly organized reference walks you through setting up a PC, connecting all the parts, using programs, organizing your stuff, storing things on disk,...
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Mobilizing Generation 2.0: A Practical Guide to Using Web2.0 Technologies to Recruit, Organize and Engage YouthJossey-Bass, 2008
Mobilizing Generation 2.0    

    Mobilizing Generation 2.0 is a practical and immediately useful guide for nonprofits, political campaigns, organizers, and individuals who want to better understand how to use Web 2.0 technologies. In easy-to-understand terms, this accessible book describes how readers can leverage new media (blogs,...
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Professional SharePoint 2010 Branding and User Interface DesignWrox Press, 2010

	A must have guide for creating engaging and usable SharePoint 2010 branding


	With SharePoint 2010, Microsoft has provided a more robust environment for creating collaboration and content management sites that rival any of the popular websites on the internet. Creating a branded SharePoint site involves understanding both...
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Beginning iOS Social GamesApress, 2013

	It's certainly fun to build games that run on your iPhone and iPad. But, wouldn't it be more fun to create games that allow you to play with other gamers in your social network? There's a whole lot more things you can do. Most of the top best selling games around the world, like World of Warcraft, let you play with others online...
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Critical Play: Radical Game DesignMIT Press, 2009
For many players, games are entertainment, diversion, relaxation, fantasy. But what if certain games were something more than this, providing not only outlets for entertainment but a means for creative expression, instruments for conceptual thinking, or tools for social change? In Critical Play, artist and game designer Mary Flanagan...
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